
Production management
—

·Raw material management
·Production line management
·Quality inspection

Store management
—

·Store operation
·Anti-fake and Anti-channel conflict
·Stock-Sale-Inventory management

Warehouse management
—

·Sorting/Packing
·Receipt / Shipment
·Inventory management
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Facilitate efficient data collection on the frontlines

Upgrade

New generation one-handed operation of industri-
al-grade mobile terminals

One-handed operation for touch screen and 
keyboard in keeping with the golden ratio ergonomic 
design

Continue the one-handed
operation of AUTOID 9



Technological
Upgrades 7

Pistol Grip Protective
Cover

Single Slot
Cradle Charger

5-Slot Cradle
Charger

4-slot Battery
Charger

Technological
Innovations3

Qualcomm Octa Core(8): 2.0GHz(4)+1.8GHz(4)CPU

Bubble warp/Thin film Screen Barcode Curved barcode

Scratched barcode Dirty barcode

High Density Barcode Matte silver material Metal DPM

Parts stamp
recognition

Stipple character
recognition

Frames and Car license
plate recognition

Curved barcode

O
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Retails
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anufacturing 
·AI+ new generation scanning technology, the performance is improved 
 by 2-3 times

·AI+OCR increases recognition speed by 2 times

A brand-new platform is being developed with a 
more powerful “Core” capability.

Android 11 OS is integrated, allowing iterative 
upgrades to ensure a longer life cycle.

Hot-swappable batteries allow battery replacement without shutting down, 
preventing work interruptions and data loss

NFC design on the top, high-convenient reading cards

Core technology for AI Scanning, accurate and fast identification

·WI-FI6 Ready technology, internet speed is increased by 2-3 times

·5360mAh High-capacity battery，long standby battery for 16 hours

·4-inch bright screen, readable under the sunlight

·Front scanning indicator light design, precise response, improved work efficiency

·The speaker at the bottom can reach a volume of 105dB, and the reminder sound in noisy environ

   ments is still clear and bright.

·The industrial IMD keyboard has been designed for 5 years of durability; the Enter key is enlarged for 

   finger positioning easily; 2 shortcut keys are customized for convenience.

·IP67 dustproof and waterproof, 2 m drop to concrete. With the highest level of protection, it is easy 

   to handle when it is in contact with water, dust, and falls.

16
Hours

5360mAh

Options and accessories convenient expansion 
to meet a variety of conditions
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